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Dear Madam Premier:
Re:

Alberta Roadbuilders and Heavy Construction Association

I have been retained by the Alberta Roadbuilders and Heavy Construction Association (the
"ARHCA") to ensure that its members' rights are appropriately protected as the Government of
Alberta (the "Province") addresses issues arising from the insolvency of the Carillion group
("Carillion").
History of the ARHCA
The ARHCA is the largest heavy construction association in Canada. It represents contractors who
work on the construction, maintenance and rehabilitation of highways, municipal roads, bridges,
sewers and water projects, as well as the suppliers and consulting engineers who work with these
contractors.
The ARHCA supports long-term, stable investment in Alberta's transportation infrastructure at the
best possible value to the taxpayer. The ARHCA knows that a strong transportation system is essential
to Canada's future and to the future of Canadian workers: the provision of cost-effective methods of
moving goods and services to local and world markets, and giving Canadians a safe way to travel, are
indisputably critical public policy objectives.
In that context, the ARHCA has had an excellent relationship with the Province. It indeed conducts
itself as a trusted partner of the Province in the building and maintaining of safe roads in Alberta,
providing work for more than 65,000 Albertans.
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Significantly, the ARHCA has advocated for improvements in the quality, safety and capacity of
transportation infrastructure and for the overarching principle of value to the taxpayer by way of a
competitive market. None of these propositions has ever been contradicted by the Province.
Disposition of the Carillion Contracts
As you know, Carillion is a party to a series of highway maintenance contracts with the Ministry of
Transportation, worth an estimated $110,000,000 each year.
Unfortunately, despite millions ofdollars being provided to Carillion by the Province in recent months,
Carillion is now insolvent and subject to creditor protection under the Companies' Creditors
Arrangement Act(the "CCAA").
However, confronted by Carillion's failure, the Province has apparently decided, rather than engaging
in an open, competitive, and transparent tendering process for Carillion's contracts - in which
competent service providers from Alberta and other provinces or states would be able to participate to assign all, or substantially all, of Carillion's contracts to a British Columbia company, Emcon.
We further understand the contracts being proposed for assignment to Emcon are to be amended to, in
part, increase prices, in order to make them more favourable and lucrative to Emcon (the "ReNegotiated Contracts").
While the ARHCA is sensitive to the difficult situation the Province faces, it has profound concerns
as to how this matter is being addressed, especially given the existence of numerous qualified and
competent contractors in Alberta (and neighbouring provinces and states).
We have grouped these concerns as follows.
1. Issuance of Re-Negotiated Contracts Violates the Province's Trade Agreement Obligations
The Province is either a party to, or otherwise obligated to comply with, a number of prevailing trade
agreements including, without limitation, the New West Partnership Trade Agreement, the North
American Free Trade Agreement, the Canadian Free Trade Agreement and the WTO Agreement on
Government Procurement(collectively, the "Trade Agreements").
Awarding the Re-Negotiated Contracts to Emcon without first completing a public tender is
inconsistent with the spirit, intent and the Province's legal obligations under the Trade Agreements; it
is also inconsistent with the Province's own guidelines, including the Guidelines to the Procurement
Obligations of Domestic and International Trade Agreements, dated November 2013 (the
"Procurement Guidelines").
The manifest intent of the Trade Agreements is to reduce barriers to trade in order to increase
competitiveness, economic growth and stability amongst the signatories. To that end, each agreement
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includes procurement obligations based on the principles of non-discrimination, openness and
transparency, and reflects a commitment to the effective management of public resources.
The Trade Agreements prohibit the Province from procuring construction or other contracts or services
through sole-source arrangements or limited tendering except in very limited exceptions (which, in
our view, would have no application here).
With that in mind, the awarding of the Re-Negotiated Contracts to Emcon without an open and
transparent tendering process offends the Province's obligations under the Trade Agreements and the
Procurement Guidelines by:
a. failing to ensure that all qualified, eligible suppliers are given the opportunity to bid on
highway maintenance contracts;
b. discriminating between suppliers, by failing to ensure that the Ministry of Transportation, as
a procuring entity, affords eligible suppliers treatment that is no less favourable than the
treatment it affords to Emcon;
c. discouraging competition; and
d. failing to honour the objective of sound management of public resources.
While we are well aware of the legal distinction between an assignment of an existing contract and
the awarding of a new contract, we consider the distinction largely falls away when, as is the case
here, an assignment includes substantive variations to the contract being assigned.
Significantly, it would appear that the Ministry is proposing to enter into new contractual commitments
with Emcon that differ materially from the Carillion contracts (in a way that substantially favours
Emcon) while at the same time attempting to portray these new commitments as something they are
not: simple, permitted assignments of contractual obligations. Accordingly, we consider that the
Province is not permitted to assign the Re-Negotiated Contracts to Emcon without first engaging in a
public tender that is consistent with the Trade Agreements and the Guidelines.
2. Issuing the Re-Negotiated Contracts to Emcon Contradicts the Province's Previous
Commitments
The Ministry began signalling to the industry several years ago that it was uncomfortable with the
large market-share of highway maintenance contracts held by Carillion. Indeed, we understand from
the ARHCA that the Ministry previously assured industry that the maximum number of contract
maintenance areas that could be held by any one contractor would be reduced for future contracts.
The decision to award all the Re-Negotiated Contracts to Emcon, without a public tender, wholly
undermines that assurance,
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Further, the Province made public comments earlier this year to the clear effect that it was committed
to giving Alberta companies a greater opportunity to become parties to contracts awarded by it(within
the context of the Province's obligations under the Trade Agreements). The ARHCA would have
expected this commitment to be have been honoured, particularly in light of the inter-provincial
controversies that have recently dominated public discourse in Alberta.
3. Breach of the Province's Legal Obligations
As you will appreciate, the awarding of highway maintenance contracts involves the critical, core
function of the Ministry of Transportation: providing safe, reliable roadways for members of the
public. Accordingly, the public, as well as the private contractors and the ARHCA, have an interest
in ensuring that the process being used to award the Re-Negotiated Contracts complies with the
Province's legal obligations.
We are actively considering the extent to which the apparent decision by the Province to award the
Re-Negotiated Contracts to Emcon would constitute a breach ofthe Province's legal obligations. You
will know that the Province must not only comply with its obligations under the Trade Agreements
and the Guidelines, but must also ensure that it complies with the duty offairness owed by it to bidders
on the highway maintenance contracts ultimately awarded to Carillion. A decision to amend the ReNegotiated Contracts to include more favourable terms to Emcon would be a material change from
what was stipulated in the tender call and would raise an important question as to whether the Province
breached the duty of fairness it owed to unsuccessful bidders.
Given the above, if the Province (through the Minister of Transportation) intends to exercise its
discretion by consenting to the assignment of the Re-Negotiated Contracts to Emcon, it will
undoubtedly open itself up to scrutiny by the courts.
To ensure that the ARHCA and its members are afforded the opportunity to further consider and assert
their full range of legal rights and remedies, the ARHCA respectfully requests that the Province
confirm its intention with respect to the awarding of the Re-Negotiated Contracts as soon as possible
and, in any event, prior to any judicial order being obtained in Carillion's CCAA proceedings.
Summary
You should be aware the ARHCA considers the disposition of the Re-Negotiated Contracts to be a
matter of grave concern. It is determined to explore, understand and assert all legal rights its members
may have in this context.
At the same time, Carillion's insolvency provides, or should provide, the Province with an opportunity
to redistribute its highway maintenance contracts to multiple, capable new partners, to ensure that the
public is receiving the very best value for the services provided, as intended by the Trade Agreements
and as reflected by the Province's recent public statements.
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In our client's respectful view, if Emcon is not interested in assuming Carillion's contracts in their
current form,taxpayers will be better served by the Province refusing to re-negotiate the contracts with
Emcon and instead engaging in an open and transparent public tender.
Our client accordingly urgently requests a meeting to address the issues identified above.
We look forward to hearing from you.
Yours truly,
BENNETT JONES LLP
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